**Key Takeaway:** The ceasefire in Greater Idlib remains tenuous. Recent force disposition indicates that the Syrian Regime is preparing for a renewed offensive in Southern Idlib Province should the ceasefire break down, but both the timing and likelihood of the offensive’s success remain uncertain and conditions dependent. A renewed regime offensive will require Russian support to sustainably seize territory from anti-Assad forces. However, Russian support will likely be contingent on a new negotiated agreement between Russia and Turkey, and the COVID-19 pandemic will likely delay such negotiations. The Syrian regime may attempt an offensive without Russian support despite the likelihood that it will be unsuccessful. Any regime offensive, whether Russian-backed or unilateral, will exacerbate the ongoing humanitarian crisis in Greater Idlib.¹

The current ceasefire in Greater Idlib Province remains tenuous despite the temporary cessation of hostilities. On March 5, Russia and Turkey established a Greater Idlib Province de-escalation deal that called for an indefinite ceasefire across the Idlib front, the creation of a “security corridor” along the M4 highway – which connects regime-held areas of Aleppo Province to regime-held areas of Latakia Province, and joint Russian-Turkish patrols along the M4. The agreement followed a multi-month offensive by pro-regime forces that displaced over 1 million people.² The ceasefire component of the deal has largely held. However, the establishment of the “security corridor” has been imperfect, and the implementation of the joint patrol mechanism specified in the deal has lagged due to security concerns. Local protests starting in al Qaeda-dominated areas of Idlib have disrupted some of the patrols.³ A recent al Qaeda raid on pro-regime positions in Northern Hama – which inflicted significant casualties on regime forces for the first time since March 5 – demonstrated the precariousness of the ceasefire.⁴

The Russo-Turkish ceasefire could break down and yield a major regime offensive if al Qaeda acts as a spoiler, if the Assad regime acts as a spoiler, or if Russia and Turkey broker an agreement that permits a renewed regime offensive. The most likely and dangerous outcome is a new Russo-Turkish agreement allowing a renewed pro-regime offensive. Al Qaeda attacks that inflict significant casualties on regime forces could provoke regime retaliation. However, it is unlikely that Russia would view the provocation as sufficient to lend its support to a large-scale, regime offensive. Pro-regime forces are heavily reliant on Russian air campaigns to soften anti-Assad defenses, eliminate infrastructure – such as hospitals servicing anti-Assad forces, and provide close air support to regime ground advances.⁵ As a result, while the regime may engage in limited response, al Qaeda attacks are unlikely to prompt a major regime offensive.

The Assad regime might spoil the ceasefire by unilaterally launching an offensive. Regime forces alone are certain to fail in overpowering Turkish defenses – which include over 20,000 soldiers, special forces, experienced infantry units, and advanced drone capabilities.⁶ However, the Assad regime may attempt to convince Iran to support an offensive; Iranian-backed forces, including foreign proxies like Lebanese Hezbollah and Syrian forces like the ⁴th Division and Local Defense Forces, may be willing to participate in a regime offensive in order to consolidate their control over M5 highway between Aleppo City and Ma‘arat al-Nu‘man in order to exploit the future resumption of trade along this highway. Iran may attempt to exploit Russia’s unwillingness to participate in an offensive to demonstrate their commitment to the Assad regime. Even with Iranian support, an offensive without Russian support would remain a high-risk move for the Assad regime.

Russia and Turkey may negotiate mutually agreeable terms that could permit a regime offensive. Turkey has invested heavily in defending Greater Idlib Province, indicating it will require significant concessions to accept a resumption of the regime’s offensive in Southern Idlib. These concessions may include allowing a Turkish offensive into Syrian Democratic Forces (SDF)-dominated Tel Rifaat area. Regime forces also maintain a presence in this pocket. Additional concessions could concern northeast Syria or any number of other areas where Russia and Turkey share overlapping interests, such as Libya or defense cooperation. Because Russia and Turkey do not have mutually incompatible interests and neither is eager for direct confrontation, such a deal is likely.
Despite its ultimate likelihood, a delay in a Russian-backed offensive is probable due the ongoing global pandemic affecting both Russia and Turkey and the need for a new round of negotiations. Russia and Turkey are factoring domestic challenges related to the outbreak of COVID-19 into their calculus on Idlib. These challenges limit both countries’ ability to prioritize further negotiations over Syria therefore delaying a resumption of the offensive. Additionally, the Kremlin likely intends to exploit a United Nations Security Council effort to introduce a global ceasefire for the duration of the global COVID-19 outbreak to demand sanctions relief for the Assad regime and Russia. A Russian-approved resumption of the Idlib offensive would undermine Russia’s larger geopolitical campaign for sanctions relief by exposing its lack of commitment to a global ceasefire.

Regaining control of Greater Idlib Province remains a military priority for the Assad regime. The regime has repeatedly expressed its commitment to consolidating control of “every inch” of Syria, including Greater Idlib Province and northeast Syria. Regime forces have conducted a series of offensive operations in greater Idlib over the past two years and made significant progress, seizing key terrain and major population centers, in the most recent round of fighting from November 24, 2019 to March 5, 2020.

Pro-regime forces continued to reinforce positions along the Idlib frontlines from March 5 to May 15 in preparation for the resumption of active fighting.

The southern Idlib front is the most likely focus for a renewed regime offensive. Pro-regime deployments since the March 5 ceasefire have concentrated along the Southern Idlib frontlines. The Syrian Arab Army’s (SAA) Russian-backed 25th Special Tasks Division (formerly known as the Tiger Forces) increased its presence in the vicinity of Jabal Shahshabo and Ma’arat al-Nu’man throughout February, March, and April. The 25th Division served as the lead offensive element in the previous phase of the regime offensive. Iranian-backed groups, including Lebanese Hezbollah and the SAA’s 4th Division, conducted similar deployments. The concentration of these deployments in two areas on either side of the anti-Assad forces in southern Idlib indicates the regime intends to encircle and collapse this pocket south of the M4 Highway. The regime’s ability to achieve this objective will depend on Russian support due to the challenges presented by the terrain and Turkish force posture in southern Idlib.

This map provides an assessment of SAA and other pro-regime unit positions since the start of the ceasefire on March 5 to May 20 based on publicly-accessible information.
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